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The 6. This engine was initially installed in Chevrolet and GMC trucks, and has been an option
since then in pickups, vans, and medium-duty trucks. In , production at Moraine was reportedly
limited to approximately , engines per year. RPO LB7 engine code "1" was first introduced in
and continued until early It is a valve design with high-pressure common-rail direct injection
and an experimental composite design cylinder head. It is a valve design with high-pressure
common-rail direct injection and aluminum cylinder heads. To meet this goal, they turned to a
newly developed Garrett turbocharger with a variable geometry vane system and installed an
EGR Valve. Learning from problems with injectors in the previous LB7, GM changed the valve
covers to allow access to the injectors without having to remove the valve covers, saving
significant labor costs if injector replacement became necessary. The first is VIN 2 produced in
late and early The second is VIN D. This was introduced in and continued into sold only in the
"classic" body style. It has an improved engine computer tune that produces increased power
and torque over the LLY version of the engine. The LMM engine code "6" debuted part way
through and ended production with the start of the calendar year and is mated to the 6-speed
Allison transmission. The LMM was the only Duramax offered for model years â€” It is a further
advanced version of the LMM engine with the majority of the changes addressing a required
drastic reduction in engine emissions. Some mechanical aspects of the engine, such as piston
oil flow design for improved temperature control and oil pump design, were also improved to
enhance durability even further. The LML engine was significantly updated for to provide
improved exhaust emissions that comply with the new federal emission standards for diesel
engines, provide better engine rigidity and further noise reduction. This engine has a fuel
injector in the exhaust tract, to allow raw fuel injection during the particulate filter recycling
routine. The L5P duramax is the latest version of the Duramax V8 diesel engine. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the Duramax V8. For the Duramax
6-cylinder, see Isuzu 6H engine. Motor vehicle engine. Archived from the original on May 14,
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Along with rival Ford Ranger , the GM twins were the last compact pickup trucks on sale until
Isuzu , which participated in the design process, began selling its own version worldwide in All
North American-market vehicles were manufactured by Shreveport Operations. The cooperation
between GM and Isuzu to build a light-duty truck and offer it in North America returns to an
original arrangement the two companies had in the s with the Chevrolet LUV , a rebadged Isuzu
Faster. GM also offers either a rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive drivetrain with standard,
extended, and four-door crew cab body styles. Most models come with the 2. The 4-door Z71s
also get the 4-speed automatic transmission standard. This package was later dropped in favor
of LT2 and LT3. Three different cab configurations were offered on Colorado and Canyon: a
two-door Regular Cab model with either a short or extended pickup box and seating for either
two or three passengers, a four-door Extended Cab model with an extended pickup box and
seating for either four or five passengers, and a four-door Crew Cab model with a short pickup
box and seating for either five or six passengers. Top trim levels in Crew Cab configuration
offered upscale features such as leather-trimmed seating surfaces, dual power-adjustable front
bucket seats with lumbar support and heat, a six-disc, in-dash CD changer, XM Satellite Radio ,
and rear side-impact airbags. Three different suspension options were offered on the Colorado
and Canyon: The base Z85 suspension offered a comfortable ride quality. The ZQ8 Sport
suspension see below offered a lower ride height than the standard Z85 suspension, as well as
firmer suspension for improved handling. All suspension packages were offered on 4X2 or 4X4
models in all cab configurations, except for the ZQ8 Sport suspension, which was only offered
on 4X2 models. The Xtreme edition is basically a continuation of a trim package from its
predecessor, the Chevrolet S For model year , the Colorado was facelifted again and a 5. For the
model year the GM badges were phased out, [3] although a few models had the GM logo on the
doors. In , both trucks, as with most General Motors vehicles and combined with OnStar ,
received a Bluetooth hands-free phone system for the first time as optional equipment. Most
later trucks received alloy wheels as standard equipment, with optional polished and
chrome-plated wheels, in sixteen, seventeen, or eighteen-inch diameters. Only later base-model
trucks, with the exception of the base received sixteen-inch steel wheels, and were a new wheel
design. In , however, while still leading the Ford pickup by One Canyon owned by successful U.

Senate candidate Scott Brown became famous as it was widely featured in his TV
advertisements. In the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety 's frontal offset test the Colorado
extended version is given a "Good" overall score, [5] however the crew cab is rated
"Acceptable". The Isuzu i-series mid-size pickup truck line was manufactured from to Launched
at the New York International Auto Show , for the model year, the i-series replaced the Isuzu
Hombre , which had been out of production since Two models were offered at launch: the i ,
powered by the 2. The i was available only with an extended cab, while the i could be had with
either an extended cab or crew cab. The i was replaced by the i for with the introduction of a 2.
The sales for the i-series were poor, with just 1, sold from the start of production through
February according to Automotive News. As part of Isuzu's withdrawal from the United States
market after the model year, the i-series was discontinued. GM Thailand manufactured the
Colorado from March with a mildly altered styling compared to the North American version.
Thai-market Colorado received a minor redesign in late , with its front fascia being altered by
toning down the American influence. The facelifted model was exported to Australia as the
Holden Colorado from In , GM also introduced the Colorado 4x2 2. It is also compatible with
pure diesel and biodiesel B5 fuel. It was available for two cab styles. As with Rodeo, Colorado is
available as either two- or four-wheel drive and in a range of body styles including single cab,
space cab and crew cab. Power is provided by a range of petrol and diesel engines. The diesel
powerplant is a four-cylinder Isuzu 4JJ1 unit displacing 3. It was replaced by the
second-generation Holden Colorado in The production model is available in three different cab
styles: regular cab single cab , extended cab space cab , and crew cab double cab and may
either be rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. On 9 September , General Motors Thailand
opened the diesel engine manufacturing plant, to make the Duramax engine used by the
Colorado. The engine a rebranded VM Motori turbodiesel engine with 2. Only one engine is
offered, the 2. Single cab and crew cab models are available as either two-wheel drive or
four-wheel drive. The model is built in right-hand-drive at the GM Thailand plant. Among the
features included with the pack are a nudge bar and towing kit, front carpet floor mats and a
one-piece rear carpet floor mat, a bonnet protector, slimline weather shields and "Thunder"
badging. Production of the Colorado in Thailand ended in as General Motors ended operations
in the country. It competes with other midsized pickup truck offerings. The North American
model features a different front fascia, with its design being similar to the Chevrolet Silverado ,
and different engines. For the initial launch, the Colorado was available with either a 2. It is also
available in three cab configurations: extended cab with a 6. This model is available exclusively
as an Extended Cab. Optional equipment includes a 2. Optional equipment is the same as the
LT. Most models also included a rear backup camera system. The 6-speed manual transmission
was discontinued during the model year and is no longer available in the Colorado or Canyon.
The model year Colorado will receive a refreshed look and a updated grille in line with the
Chevrolet design language, but will see its level trims reduced to four: Work, LT, Z71, and ZR2.
The 2WD base trim is eliminated. GMC introduced in an official press and video release and
made its public debut the following day January 13, at the North American International Auto
Show in Detroit. Sales started at dealerships in the second quarter of as a model. It also sports
a front grille design that closely resembles its full-size sibling, the GMC Sierra. The Canyon
comes in three trims and either two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. The base model is only
available with the 2. Optional features based on trim will include active aero grille shutters,
available OnStar 4G LTE connectivity with on-board wifi, forward collision warning , lane
departure warning , and an available Teen Driver feature that limits speed and audio volume. On
February 16, , GMC posted spy shots of a Canyon with Denali styling, indicating plans to add
the mid-size truck to the Denali lineup as a model. Both the Canyon and Colorado received a
facelift for the model year, prior to the debut of a third generation in either the or model years.
Due to positive feedback, a production ready version was introduced two years later at the LA
Auto Show, which joined the lineup. The Colorado ZR2 offers the same amenities as its brother
the Z71, but is heavily tailored towards off-road performance. Engine options are the 3.
Chevrolet designed many new parts specifically for the ZR2 to improve off-road performance.
New features and parts standard or optional on the ZR2 include:. GM Defense and U. Army
TARDEC partnered in to develop and successfully test the Chevrolet Colorado ZH2 fuel cell
electric truck, with low acoustical and heat signatures as well as the advantages of on-board
water production, exportable electric power and off-road capability. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Gasoline : 2. The Car Design Yearbook 2. The Detroit News.
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horsepower and lb-ft of torque the 2. Fuel economy is also very impressive, with up to 22 mpg
in the city and 30 on the highway for 2 wheel-drive models. This Inline-4 cylinder duramax diesel
engine is also one of the quietest and cleanest diesels GM offers. Traditional diesels like the 6.
That was always the case until recent half-ton and medium size pickup diesel pickup truck
offerings. Now, consumers can enjoy smaller diesel pickup trucks that offer impressive fuel
economy, performance numbers, and the utility of a pickup. GM brought their 2. In , GM added
the 2. The 2. Despite selling their shares, they retained the right to produce the 2. Despite the
design being around for a while, GM changed a lot of features on the 2. Some of those key
engine specifications are listed below. A forged steel crankshaft and connecting rods are used.
An oiling circuit provides increased pressures and faster oil delivery for better lubrication. The
Pistons were redesigned in and feature a standard 3-ring design but are joined with new piston
cooling oil jets to help meet stricter emissions standards. A Denso common rail direct fuel
injection system is used as the fuel system on these trucks. A laminated steel oil pan, featuring
an upper aluminum section, contributes to the quietness and the rigidity of the engine. To
further assist in NVH, noise, vibration, and harshness, acoustic damping is used on the engine,
firewall, and the dash is used too. The turbocharger used on the 2. It provides plenty of power
and efficiency across the entire RPM band. To improve reliability and durability of the 2. A
different compressor wheel is used compared to international engine variations to assist with
performance at higher altitudes. The turbocharger also features a dedicated feed from the oil
circuit for increased pressure and faster oil delivery. The fuel economy chart below is based off
the initial LWN Duramax models, brought to market
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in Remember, if you add aftermarket components like a lift kit, bigger tires, or other
performance modifications fuel economy could drop. There may be slight differences in tow
capacity depending on the trim you pick. Different trim levels like the Chevy ZR2 may offer
different tow ratings than what it is listed below. This helps support Diesel Resource and allows
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